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Welcome everybody!!!
This wiki is created by a small group of eMule fans that wants to give to anyone the possibility to
share their knowledge. There are a ton of guides on eMule, but from our point of view one of the weak
points of eMule is the lack of a single, ordered place to get informations.
You can check yourself on whatever search engine, searching for guides…you'll be pointed to:
1. the official site (good informations, but rarely updated)
2. on specialized forums (Official forum is good enough, but it's not really used by “normal” people)
3. on “national” sites and forum that often starts very well but loose theirself on the way
Just to be really short, the group of fans agreed on creating an alternative project to the one created
(and lived) contributing to the official support channel #emule-italian (on IRC) and to emule.it, where:
1. everyone can “donate” their experience
2. with a more “international” target (let's start with english and italian…)
Well, let's stop talking: we want to thank the coders of DokuWiki that allowed us to start this project in
a little time. Special thanks to Giuseppe Marino for the simple ideas on the layout and to MonyEsse for
graphics.
We want to share informations FROM AND TO ALL OF YOU, but our idea of “maximum freedom”
clashes with some real world examples:
1. spam
2. our experience helping people that wanted to ditch eMule only because they found too many geek
terms on the guide they were reading (mostly with people that don't have a large knowledge on
the PC world in general)
The first point is quite technical.
Regarding the second point, we hope that every page you find already in the various sections are
fairly understandable.
For everything that will be created from now on, we hope that the necessary “step” into the Work in
Progress section, with the contribute of all users through the discussions, will help creating valid
guides since the first “public” revision.
You can print the pages of all the site clicking on the icons on the right-upper corner: we think that
PDFs and ODTs will cover all the needs. You can also subscribe to the RSS feed that will keep you
updated on new guides, whether they are to read, to comment to or to contribute.
There will be a group of “managers” that will spend time reading all the content on the pages and
Approving various revision. When you fine at the end of the page the green box telling “Approved
Version” you can be sure that what you are reading is the most updated and complete version of the
guide on that specific argument that we have. You are always free to check “Old revisions” clicking on
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the button on the left side of the page.
Some little bits on the structure of this wiki: you have on the left the complete list of the available
pages, while on the top there are the main sections that will group all the guides in areas of interest…
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

First Steps for the ones approaching the eMule world for the first time
Port Configuration for the ones dealing with Low ID
Options explaining all the possible settings of eMule and their pro and cons
Using eMule that will help exploiting eMule at its best
Advanced Guides for the curious and geeks
Various Guides for everything around the eMule world plus a little of “extras” that don't fit
elsewhere
7. a section for the ones eager to propose new guides.
On every page “under construction”, from the beginning to the end, you can post to notify
misunderstood segments and/or propose new point of view on the subject.
Sooner we'll organize simple polls allowing you to vote the guides you think are more important than
other to prepare.
You can find on the Syntax page all the things you can do on this wiki, and if you want to try that you
can do it on the PlayGround
Well, that's all for the moment! Stay tuned on www.emule-wiki.org
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